Projective Synchronization of Delayed Neural Networks With Mismatched Parameters and Impulsive Effects.
In this paper, the impulsive effects on projective synchronization between the parameter mismatched neural networks with mixed time-varying delays have been analyzed. Since complete synchronization is not possible due to the existence of parameter mismatch and projective factor, a drive has been taken to achieve the weak projective synchronization of different neural networks under impulsive control strategies. Through the use of matrix measure technique and the extended comparison principle based on the formula of variation of parameters for mixed time-varying delayed impulsive systems, sufficient criteria have been derived for exponential convergence of the networks under the effects of extensive range of impulse. Instead of upper or lower bound of the impulsive interval, the concept of the average impulsive interval is applied to estimate the number of impulsive points in an interval. The concept of calculus is applied for optimizing the synchronization error bounds which are obtained because of different ranges of impulse. Finally, the numerical simulations for various impulsive ranges for different cases are presented graphically to validate the efficiency of the theoretical results.